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Open letter of the president

I have preferred to maintain the title of Shike (25 April
2005), in order not to incite some controversial and internal problems.
All the other “ Soke” that we are reading on various
sites, are born from nothing, they should be inserted in
the list of five categories relative to me: the half men, the
little men (with respect) pigliainculo and the
quaquaraquà... a very few men, the half men really
few; I’ d be really happy of the humanity should stop at
the half men.
In reality no, it is descend lower, to the little men: which are like the
babies who believe they are great, monkeys that are doing the same
gestures of the adult…and more: the “ piglia inculo” , which are becoming an army... and least the quaquaraquà: that should live as the
ducks in the puddles, that their life have no sense and more expression of those ducks.
I have paragrafato a gerat Italian writer Leonardo Sciascia.
Everyone could make the appraisals on the above mentioned, a result of news taken from Japanese documents and on what the great
essayist Sciascia is remembering us.
In order to make more credible the eventual title of Soke (gendai budo, budo modern) it has been done an International choice, by the
creation of the World Jujitsu Confederation (30/7/2013) member
Tafisa, “ sport for all” , (Coi), so officialise of the title densho).
Our “ respectable” diplomas are recognised by a great number of
International bodies and notoriously also from the Wjjc, member
Tafisa (Coi) of which the acronymic and logo are at the end of every
technical documents.
The “ respectable” , titles (fuko shidoin etc.) are determined for the
teachers in function of the technical level and from the experience in
teaching. These titles are recognized all over the world for the disciplines autochthones:
Fuko shidoin from sandan 3 years of teaching. Fuku= vice
Shidoin Sandan from sandan 5 years of technical teaching and indicate the head instructor of a dojo= the man who starts the way” .
Shihan-dai Yondan from Yondan 10 years of training (do-shin) “ the
man to imitate”
Shihan Godan from Godan 10 years of training.
Syuseki- shihan the highest level among the Shihan – 30 years of
training.
The levels Renshi/Kyoshi/Hanshi are the passage every two years of
the level 6° dan to reach the sixth year, minimum with the level of
Hanshi, the chance to pass 7°/8°dan-menjio.
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti, 5°Shike of the school Koden
ENSHINRYU Honmon ENSHINRYU-BUJUTSU President
(Kaicho) Wjjf/Wjjko.

The title of SOKE
Yesterday, today and tomorrow as always, from morning to night, we are reading about some new Soke.
We have carefully estimated this fact, we are obliged
to read on many different means of communication,
about many imposters. This letter is expired by these
choices.
The Traditional Japanese schools (ko-ryu), are normally represented by a Soke (Patriarch, Successor).
Is not important which school (Ryu-Ha) we are speaking to, everyone
has the top one Soke, in order to be considered as a ko-ryu (old
school)
Now days there are people who get up in the morning and would
like to manage or represent a classic school, without having really a
title of Soke.
This proves their ignorance about Japanese tradition, large audiences that are a little bit suspicious about this wasteful increasing of
levels.
In Japan, the highest level could be transmitted following a familiar
lineage, and the title of Soke is not different. As also, the first student
ichi ban, that creates one school out from the original one, it could
take the title of dai-shihan or better do-shu, (protector of the school)
The role of the Soke remains today, to control the absolute rules of
the school have been respected. The designed person has to have a
document (sodensho), signed by the previous Soke, of which the
transmission of the makimono, the teaching rota, is done by a particular ceremony, called densho-shiki (densho = certificates; shiki = level, passage).
Otherwise it could be as declaring duke (from latin dux = commander); duke (from latin comes o comit = companion). There are many
titles of soke, I’ m detailing some, starting from my title of Shike
(master of the family).
That title, has been recognized by a Soke/patriarch who has got
some menkyo kaiden. In addition of the title I have got/received “ 3
kaiden-no-makimono” (rolls of teaching) and it demonstrate that the
title (sodensho) is effective and above any doubts.
Seitoh-soke (legal Soke), based on an obliged passage made by the
family/clan/scuolabus (ha)
- Senso-soke (pretender to the role of Soke-ship) determined by the
previous Soke to succeed, by an oral awarding, in front of the students of the school without getting documents.
- Jishou-soke (proclaim alone) without having the makimono,
letters of transmission and something else. He has not any
docs proving his title; only one technical level.
There are in the kobudo other 3 specifications:
- jutsu-yurushi (licence for a particular charismatic personage
with one relative menkyo kaiden)
- giri yurushi (licence for social obligations)
- kame yurushi (license by paying)
In the gendai-budo, budo modern/sport, there are some titles of doshi/renshi/kyoshi/tatsushi/hanshi
Where are we of the Wjjf/Wjjko? By the disappearing of
Jimmy Blundell (UK) Soke of the Juko-ryu; Robert Clark
(Bob), got the title of Soke Dai which had to be ni-dai (the
second).
Even if we should have written, more truly do-shu, protector
of the school, but who could have understood? After the
passing away of Robert Clark the only one, that could have
had the title was and is, to him granted by voice (sensoSoke) only the undersigned, the highest in level in that date
(February 2012) and with already a Japanese title of Shike,
with the relative originate makimono, on the shoulders.

The Samurai woman

Banzai International 1987 January, By Robert Clark
A thought provoking characteristic of most ancient cultures
is the predominant role played by women in the history and
direction by women in the shaping of history.
The Spaniards in their conquest of South America discovered a race of female warriors, namely the Amazons,
whose legendary prowess in the arts of warfare are well
known.
Ancient Sagas and the work of anthropologists, have discovered that throughout the world, woman have played a
role in the wars that were a commonplace occurrence in ancient times, from ancient Sparta, from Northern Europe,
from Egypt and Mesopotamia, to Steppes of Mongolia,
and the many clan cultures of Japan and China.
According to Historians, the chronicles of Japanese history
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not by piercing her abdomen, as would her male counterpart, but by
cutting her throat in accordance with the Rules of Ceremonial Suicide, this act was known as Jigai and in feudal Japan was as common place to her as it was her men folk.
Some households in present day Japan maintain the ties linking them
to the feudal past, many women bring up their families beneath the
aristocratic shadow of the family “ Kami” – an ancient suit of armour, before which sticks of incense burn day and night many of
their sons enter the military academies of Japan, while their daughters train at the Dojo, where the ancient art of Naginata Jutsu is
taught to them as well as to other girls or lesser military ancestry but
of equally intense attachment to the tradition which produced the
Samurai Woman.

are filled with the exploits of Warrior Queens leading their troops
against enemy strongholds in the land of Yamato, or across the
Straits of Korea.
The Nippon Dai Budo – Kai International Federation whose headquarters are at Kyoto in Japan, have recently appointed the daughter of Hayabuchi Reushi who was until recently Grand Master of the
order, and 17th Soke, whose family were military teachers to General Honda Tadakatsu, who was supreme military commander to
Shogun Tokugawa in the year 1950.
The Kai originally known as Dai Nippon Kentenshiva Ryu was founded in 1559 by the Minamoto family of Hyogo Ken at Kobe, and for
the past 428 years their specialities have included Yari, Ken Jutsu Bo
Jutsu, Naginata, Aiki Jutsu, Iai Jutsu, Shuriken, Kempo and Ju-Jitsu
and their skill expertise in these arts were of paramount importance
to the Shogun, and they were frequently called upon to demonstrate
their prowess, and to stir the patriotic fervour of the Japanese by
singing the ld Samurai War songs (shigin) Prior to any battle this
school was predominant in the demonstration of martial arts throughout Japan, and especially during the Chinese-Japanese war of 1904
which led to the resurrection of the “ Bushido” spirit of the Japanese
people which had lain dormant since the peaceful Meiji Period.
After the Second World War it was decided by the Nippon Dai Budo
Kai to open a school for a selected few who were then initiated into
the Bushido tradition, and it is from these beginnings the Kai has attained its present high standing.
The Nippon Dai Budo Kai International Federation are at present
making arrangements to welcome Kioko Riso Hayabuchi to Great
Britain within the next year, and hopefully her father the 17th Soke 9
th Dan Hayabuchi Reushi, who is now 79 years of age.
It is with the foregoing in mind, that it is only right and proper that
the Samurai Woman and all women participants in the martial arts
receive the recognition they so rightly deserve.
The Samurai Woman was trained to be as loyal and totally committed as her father to their immediate superior in the clan hierarchy
and like her male counterpart, was expected to carry out every assignment, including those that called for the use of arms, therefore it
is not surprising to find in the chronicles of Bu-Jitsu the comments, that
women of the Buke were trained in the use of traditional weapons,
which they were expected to use against and enemy, and if necessary in so doing end their own lives.
Amongst the weapons the Samurai Woman handled with skill was
the Spear, both the curved (Naginata), and the straight (Yari) they
were also competent in handling the short dagger (Kaiken), which
like their male counterpart’ s Wakizachi, was always carried on her
person (generally in her sash or sleeve) and which she could employ
against armed foes in close combat. The same dagger was the one a
Samurai Woman would use if she undertook to commit ritual suicide,

Martial arts celebration in Idanha-a-Nova/ International Super Seminar Portugal 2014

By Jon Berry
Idanha-a-Nova was once again the assembly point for a broad and
varied group of martial arts practitioners when the town in Central
Portugal hosted the National Portuguese Ju-Jitsu Federation’ s (FNJP) annual seminar on 24 May. The event attracted almost 300 students and an impressive list of highly qualified instructors from all
over Europe.
The annual FNJP seminar is always popular, and this year was no exception. The long list of instructors featured exceptional and highly
talented budoka including Soke Auvo Niiniketo (10th Dan) from Finland, Soke Leif Hermanson (10th Dan) from Sweden, Shike Bertoletti
(9th Dan) from Italy, and Paul Hoglund, President of the World Ju-Jitsu Confederation (WJJC). As a result, it was no surprise to see that
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low us to make this great event a reality.”
At the end of the morning session, the seminar broke for lunch with
everyone – instructors and students alike – enjoying the same simple
fare. This was yet another illustration of how the world of martial arts
places great emphasis on humility and equality. “ One of the first
things we all learn as martial artists is to leave our egos at the
door,” explains Shihan Helder Nunes.
The afternoon session began with a series of demonstrations, with
students from the clubs of Tavira and Cacela in the Algarve presenting a range of fundamental and more advanced techniques, Sensei
Dana Ehleiter showing off her appreciable skills with the long staff
(bo), Soke Leif Hermanson providing a glimpse of the noble art of
iaido, and Shike Bertoletti putting on a spectacular kenjutsu show.
It was then time for more training on the various mats, and the students took full advantage of the opportunity to train with the very
best of the best. As the seminar drew to a close, both students and instructors could be spotted exchanging contact details and promises
to train together again in the future to keep alive the legacy of mutual respect and discipline that distinguishes the world of martial arts.
Once again, the seminar could not have been possible without the
kind support of the Municipality of Idanha-a-Nova, whose president
and staff went the extra mile to provide not only the physical setting,
but also the surrounding infrastructure to make the whole undertaking possible. Shihan Helder Nunes was fulsome in his praise for the
local support: “ It’ s not the first time we’ re here, and I dare to say
it won’ t be the last. The people here provide fantastic support for
our art. They are quite simply sensational. I’ d like to take this opportunity to express our heartfelt thanks to the Municipal Council of
Idanha-a-Nova, to the President of the Council, his magnificent staff
and all the other people who have helped us. It is they, together with
our instructors from this region – whom I would also like to thank –
who make it possible for us to hold this event.”

practitioners of all ages had made the trip from all parts of Portugal
– and, indeed, many other countries in Europe – to benefit from this
rare opportunity to train with the elite.
The seminar started on a sad note, however, as the assembled company held a minute’ s silence in memory of Duarte Torrão, a young
student who tragically lost his battle with cancer earlier this year. Just
five years old, Duarte passed his first grading last December and
was due to take the test for his yellow belt at the seminar. To honour
his memory, Shihan Helder Nunes, President of the National Portuguese Ju-Jitsu Federation, presented Duarte’ s parents with the belt
that their son would surely have earned at the grading. It was an
emotional moment which left everyone deeply moved.
The seminar then commenced in earnest, with the various instructors
being allocated to seven different areas of the hall to give different
groups of students a taste of their own particular arts and styles. The
hall was soon buzzing with interest and excitement, as the students
got to grips – quite literally – with new techniques and new approaches to dealing with unwanted attention and potentially threatening situations.
As ever, the overriding atmosphere at the seminar was one of deep
respect and camaraderie. “ We have people here from taekwondo,
hapkido, ju-jitsu, kobudo, karate, krav maga, kick-boxing ... allowing
people to get together in the same place, on the same day, on the
same stage without battles, without division and without any problems at all,” explains Shihan Helder Nunes, highlighting the aspect
of martial arts as “ the great leveller” .
While some people have the impression that martial arts are violent
and dangerous, nothing could be farther from the truth. “ Ju-jitsu isn’ t simply ‘ a simulated violence sport’ ,” emphasises Hanshi Risto
Vantar (8th Dan) from Finland, “ it depends how you work with it
and use it. It’ s in the mind. Everybody who is training here has very
good discipline.”
Shihan Helder Nunes agrees: “ One thing is politics, another is martial arts,” he says. “ We love what we do, and we don’ t bring our
outside problems to the tatami. This is a very good way to make
peace.”
He goes on to stress that the whole point of the seminar is to unite
people: “ The sheer number of people present, during the time of
austerity in Portugal and throughout Europe, demonstrates how martial arts can bring people from different backgrounds together in harmony. We have assembled people from all over the country and –
this is important – during a time of crisis, of panic, when people really don’ t have much money, you only need to look around and see
the effort that these parents are making, that these instructors are
making, that the people who turned up here today are making, to al-

The organisers would like to thank all the instructors who took the
time to travel to Portugal to be present at the seminar:
Soke Auvo Niiniketo, 10th Dan, Finland, President WFJ
Soke Leif Hermanson, 10th Dan, Sweden, President WMAS
Paul Hoglund, President WJJC
Shike Bertoletti, 9th Dan, Italy, International President WJJF
Kyoshi Gunter Painter, 8th Dan, Austria, President IKF
Kyoshi Rainer Grytt 8th Dan, Germany, President DJJU
Hanshi Risto Vantar 8th Dan, Finland
Hanshi Reinhold Aufenberg, 8th Dan, Germany
Shihan Camerini, 7th Dan, Italy
Kyoshi Paul Küng, 7th Dan, Switzerland
Shihan Kimmo Tenhunen, 7th Dan, Finland, VICE WFJ
Shihan H.Nunes, 6th Dan, Portugal, President FNJP, VICE WFJ
Renshi Jose Peral, 6th Dan, Spain, President FEJJ
Sensei Uwe Mandler, 5th Dan, Germany
Sensei António Saúde, 4th Dan, Portugal, LNKP
Sensei Fredrik Engstrom, 3rd Dan, Sweden
Sensei Dana Ehleiter, 3rd Dan, Germany
Sensei Timo Mynttinen, 3rd Dan, Finland
Instructor Nuno Paulo, Krav Maga, Portugal
Nunes Shihan
World Federation of Ju Jutsu Vice-President, JJI -Portugal, DJJU Portugal, WTMAS Portugal, WJJ Confederation Member, recognized by
Tafisa (IOC), Kyoo Soku Seishin Ryu
SCHOOL OF THE STRONG AND FAST SPIRIT
L’ ECOLE DE L’ ESPIRIT FORT ET EXPÉDITIF
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Battles and passions

I do not want to add anything else but to thank the teachers/Shihan
who made their contribution in addition to the three ones already
mentioned: Andrea Colombini, Daniela De Pretto, Roberto De Ronzi,
Livio Cesare Proia, David Gobbi, and Gianni Ronchini
Our next meeting of the “ coalition” Wjjf/Italy for 2015 will it be in
the South? Why not?’
Thanks Carrara!

Carrara 6 al 8 June 2014
The seminar of the “ coalition” Wjjf/Italy has been a success of cooperation, image, and promotion and development of the jujitsu.
We immediately say, that the merit has to be done to the tree of Stefano Draghi, Guido Nicoli Mirko Di Cristofaro.
The wars, at least, are taking illusions of grandeur and honour. At
the base of a war there is always the idea that one of part is inspirited by high ideals and by some honoured intent and is pushed to defend and protect something of precious.
For us the image of my “ travel companion” Soke-dai Robert Clark
(1946-2012).
For this reason it has been founded and already registered in
date 7 May 2014 Company Number 9028671, the “ Foundation
Robert Clark” (Gsb and Beryl Miao) by Official letter made
by “ Family” , Jennifer Jenny and Beryl Clark.
I’ m not a new Lancelot of the lake (remember that the mythical
Camelot is in the area of Liverpool), but I believe strongly, always, in
the things I’ m doing.
But it is not this I want to talk.
Carrara has had “ 7 samurai” (Shihan) in order of Nationality:
Austria Gunter Painter
Bulgaria Kamen Radev
Hungary Tamas Smaraglai
Ireland David Toney
Israel Amir Barnea
Russia Alexandr Bryuzgin
UK Robert Hart
The common effort made by the Italian association
members Wjjf/Wjjko, and for whom did not go, as for the Soke Maurizio Silvestri, he was busy with his “ Zen Cup” (Livorno 8 June
2014).

Grazie, Italia!

It was 11 p.m. when our plane was over Milan. In the darkness the
city spread on the ground. Its lights looked like huge glowing spiders.
Near the city thunderstorm was raging in the sky and vivid flashes of
lightning fascinated by their power.
So Italy met us.
Italian language was so beautiful, melodious and pleasant for ears.
One of the first Italian words immediately remembered was “ Grazie” (“ thank you” ). In Russion it consonants with word “ Grace” ,
that means elegance, beauty in motion...
We were given a warm welcome.
Grazie Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti!
On the seminar Russian team was represented by Shihan Alexander
Bryuzgin (5 dan, Moskow), Alexander Kravchuk (5 dan, Murmansk),
Alexey Gukarin (1 dan, Igevsk), Natalia Egorova (Murmansk). Organization of the seminar was excellent.
Grazie Stefano Dragi and all dear organizers!
We visited Guido Nicoli’ s school in Carrara, it was an excellent impression.
Grazie Guido Nicoli!
Communication with Italian instructors gave us great pleasure. Their
attitude was very hospitable and friendly
Grazie Mirko Di Cristofaro, Andrea Colombini and many others!
The workshop began very unusually with a workout on the beach.
It’ s impossible to forget! On the second day there were competitions and demonstrations.
Shihan Alexander Bryuzgin (5 dan, Moscow), Russian respected
and competent instructor, was in the International commission.
The participants from different countries showed their skills and exchanged their experience, that enriched our knowledge and skills.
Grazie the participants! Grazie the International Comission!
Galla diner helped us to become closer to each other.
Grazie Friends!
On the last day of the seminar the participants were received
awards. Then there was the final workout, which gave an opportunity to train at instructors from 8 countries .
It was unforgettable experience of acquiring knowledge.
Grazie Masters!
On the final day of the seminar during the solemn ceremony our delegation stalked when the anthem of Russian Federation was played.
It was very pleasant for us that there was our Russian sportsman
Alexander Bryuzgin among Shihans and in the International Comission.
Grazie Alexander!
We will always remember this grand seminar, interesting competition,
contacts with enthusiastic people, beautiful nature, sea, sun and
mountains...
Grazie Italia!
Natalia Egorova
World Ju-Jutsy Team Russia (Murmansk)
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Tafisa Coming Events

Juniors (5yrs-15yrs), £10 per category entered,
12:30am to 4:00pm
WJJF/WJJKO ‘ Danketsu’ Gala Dinner Information
Open to all UK members of the WJJF/WJJKO, details of
entry can be found on www.wjjf.co.uk.
Gala Dinner details:Date: Saturday 28th June 2014
Venue: The Wrightington Hotel & Country Club
Time: 6:30pm to 1:00am
Price: £95 per person
Accommodation:
In addition to providing excellent service and a warm
and welcoming atmosphere, the Wrightington Hotel &
Country Club are delighted to offer us concessionary
rates. The following packages are available:
Single Rooms (£20 supplement per night on the below
options)
Double Rooms
Twin Rooms
1 night (Sat) - £145 per person
2 night (Fri, Sat or Sun) – £275 per person
3 nights (Sat/Sun/Mon) - £395 per person
The above rates include Room, Seminar/Treatment
Voucher, Gala Dinner, Full English Breakfasts, VAT and
full use of the Leisure Facilities.
*Transport to and from venues is not included in the
price.
IMPORTANT BOOKING APPLICATION INFORMATION
Application form below to be filled out, with payment
and menu choices where appropriate.
ALL bookings for the seminar alone must be paid in full
on application.
£50 deposit p/p to be paid on application for Gala dinner/ accommodation.
ALL bookings and reservations MUST be made through
WJJF HQ.
ALL room and dinner bookings need to be paid in full by
Saturday 3rd May 2014.

Calendar
www.tafisa.net, Email: info@tafisa.net
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/pages/TAFISA/321354705644
1st TAFISA World Martial Arts Games, 3-7 September 2014, Richmond, Canada
24th TAFISA World Congress, 15-18 October
2015, Budapest, Hungary
6th TAFISA World Sport for All Games, 6-12 October 2016, Jakarta, Indonesia www.tafisa-jakarta2016.com

Wjj Confederation (USA)

We have established a Video Library on our USA
Traditional Kodokan Judo (USA-TKJ website,
which hopefully you enjoy...
Video Library: See: http://www.usa-tkj.org/resources/reference-videos
I am looking forward to seeing you at the upcoming National & US Open Ju-Jitsu & Judo Championships in Elma NY (near Niagara Falls, NY) on
7 - 8 June 2014...
Ju-Jitsu
Championships:
http://www.usajjf.org/2014natl/
J
u
d
o
Championships: http://www.usatkj.org/2014natl/
Best Regards, Bruce
USJJF, www.usjjf.org
USA-TKJ, www.usa-tkj.org
Secretary General
WJF, www.worldjudofederation.org
WJJ, www.worldjujitsuforall.org

Wjjf/Wjjko ‘ Danketsu’ Seminar

This course is open to ALL members of the
WJJF/WJJKO. It will be led by national and international guest instructors. The course will cover techniques from the guest instructors’ personal repertoire,
within the premise of our joint founder Soke Clark’ s
teachings.
Course details:Date: Sunday 29th June 2014
Venue: Robin Park Arena, Sports and Tennis Centre,
Loire Drive, Newtown, Wigan, WN5 0UH, Tel: 01942
828550
Times & Prices: Juniors (5yrs-15yrs) £15 , 10:30am to
12:00pm
Seniors (16yrs +), £30, 2:30pm to 4:00pm
Competition Information
WJJF/WJJKO National Kata Competition
Open to all UK members of the WJJF/WJJKO, details of
entry can be found on www.wjjf.co.uk. All applicants
must have paid entrance fee prior to competition and
must have approval from their club instructor.
Competition details:Date: Sunday 29th June 2014
Venue: Robin Park Arena, Sports and Tennis Centre
Times & Prices: Seniors (16yrs +), £10 per category entered, 10:30pm to 12:00pm
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Rome PalaPellicone (ex PalaFijlkam) technical seminar of
ju jitsu coordinated by Shihan Giancarlo Bagnulo. The
Wjjf/Wjjko were there with the “ blue jackets” headed
by Shihan Cesare Livio Proia

Sofia Bulgaria
Kyosou Tournament of ju jitsu, organised with the labour union of the Police
and the Bff Bulgarian ju jitsu federation, the only one organization of ju jitsu
with the licence of the sport ministry of Bulgaria of which are part the Bu jutsu Academy Shin Gi tai ichi. The tournament was studied in order to give the
honour to the policemen dead in service in particular way Emil Sharkov
member of the swat (special services)

Bootle (Liverpool) 1979: Gsb in “ Red” (aka) speaking with Lord Major
(mayor) about the seminar Wjjf with more than 800 participants.
The photo is confirming that the taking again of the colour of the past, only for engagements of representation and ceremony, it is not an actual invention of today.
It is discovering our past and there are many more to come
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Summer Camp - 2014

Dear Sports-mates & Friends, Our association is going to organize its
Summer Camp in the July of 2014: Sunday, 20th July 2014 – Saturday, 26th July 2014 (7 days, 6 nights)
Accommodation: in 4-bed apartments with bathroom in Bungalow
Park, directly on the beach of Lake Balaton (29. Bakay Árpád str.,
Balatonfenyves)
Meals: 3 times/day (first day starts with dinner, last day ends with
breakfast)
Trainings: In the 500 mt gym of Fekete István Elementary School
(roughly 300 meters far from Bungalow Park)
Price: EUR 300. - / person (Training only: EUR 120. - / person)
Registration: Deadline 20June 2014. Please transfer 50% deposit.
OTP 11732002-20389183 (Association’ s bank account)

International Calendar WJJKO

27-30 June UK WJJF-WJJKO `Danketsu`
Seminar
3-7 September Richmond, Canada 1st TAFISA Martial Arts Games
4-5 October: Hungary stage and dan grading organized by the president Smaraglai Tamás
25/26 October: stage in Russia organized by Shihan Alexandr
Bryuzgin
15-16 November 2014 France stage a Schweighouse
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